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bethan huws
hilary jeffery
christoph keller
annika larsson
isabel lewis
klara lidén
m/2 collective
yutaka makino
christian marclay
sunna margrét 
augustin maurs
jonathan monk
alexandre moosbrugger
tisha mukarji
gina proenza 
no salad records
olaf nicolai
kristin oppenheim
raymond pettibon/oliver augst
susan philipsz
ppkk
layla ramezan
benjamin righetti
tracey rose
anri sala
karin sander
sarah schönfeld
louis philippe scoufaras
tino sehgal
stefan tcherepnin
elliott sharp
steven warwick
hannah weinberger
amina winckler
truike van der poel 
andré vida 

Institutions
Goethe Institut, New York
Philharmonie, Berlin
Auditorium Parco della Musica, Rome 
Eklekto Ensemble
Ensemble Matka 
Grand Théâtre, Geneva
Eklekto percussion Ensemble
MAMCO, Geneva
Victoria Hall, Geneva
Teatro Goldoni, Venice
Beishan Broadcast wall, Taiwan
Herkulessaal, Munich
Villa Sarasin, Geneva 
KW Institute for Contemporary Art, Berlin

artgenève/musique is artgenève’s platform  
for music, sound and performance works.  
As a flexible entity, it responds to the mutual  
interests present both in the visual arts  
and in music spheres, aiming at generating  
dynamic settings for the common thriving 
of different practices, medias and tempo-
ralities. Since 2012, more than 40 new sound 
pieces, performances or ephemeral works 
made by artists have been presented within 
and outside the fair. 

Invited by Thomas Hug to develop the  
program, the composer and musician  
Augustin Maurs has brought up a series  
of projects marked by the investigation and  
the recontextuali sation of musical models. 
Based on a prolific exchange with the  
invited artists, the resulting concerts,  
exhibitions or manifestations often relate  
to specific sites and configurations, like the 
Berlin Phil harmonie or the Beishan  
Broadcast wall in Taiwan, the world’s largest 
propaganda loudspeakers. 

In parallel and with the art historian 
Catherine Othenin-Girard, new works  
are regularly presented during artgenève.  
In 2022 a new artgenève/musique section 
opened: The Music Chamber, a space where 
sound pieces, performances and “silent” 
works are shown together. In addition  
to invited artists, a body of associated insti-
tutions is invited to propose works and 
interventions.

Artists
saâdane afif
john armleder
dirk bell
sodi braide
angela bulloch 
monica bonvicini
nina canell & robin watkins 
hsia-fei chang
chor der kulturen der welt 
sam durant
ecart / émilie parendeau
ni fan 
jean-pascal flavien
sylvie fleury
felix gebhard 
pierre huyghe
karl holmqvist
satch hoyt

In the Dark. Bach practice Files, 2012
Virtuosity – A Concert on Skill and Disruption, Strength and Nonchalance, Morale and Cheating, 2013

Found Melodies and Stains, 2014
A Longer Sorrow Where The Moon Notes Equal the Beach Bridges, 2015

Seven Ideas of Stolen Time, 2016
Die Blaue Stunde, 2017

Myth, Music, and Electricity, 2017
Tarantella – Music and Dancing Mania, 2018

Sonic Territorries, 2018
Encores – Music on Recurrence, Redundancy and Surplus, 2019

A Failed Performance, 2019
Encores – Music on Recurrence, Redundancy and Surplus (Part II), 2020

The Music Chamber, 2022
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In the Dark. Bach practice Files Villa Sarasin, Geneva / Goethe Institute,  
New York
2012

augustin maurs

In the Dark is a concert exhibition that offers a unique 
approach to Johann Sebastian Bach’s Suites for 
Unaccompanied Cello. After years of examination, 
Augustin Maurs removed the suites from the concert 
hall and placed them in an unilluminated space, in 
which he repeatedly plays them over a period of ten  
days. Through the extended timeframe and the 
elimination of any visual input, the listener and the 
playing musician are unified within the same visual  
and musical space.

Originally conceived as studies, Bach’s Cello Suites  
are dances written around 1720. Although unac-
companied, they are expansive polyphonic musical 
masterpieces, considered both the beginning and 
culmination of the cello repertoire. Uncertainty about 
the original creative intentions of the Suites invites 
perpetual debate and allows imaginative free reign  
for redefining the environment in which they are played. 
Bach Suites in the Dark removes the Suites from the 
concert hall and explores the malleability of the pieces 
and the notion of practice in which they are rooted.

The recording Bach practice Files was produced 
by artgenève/musique and launched in the Goethe 
Institute, New York, 2012

In the Dark. Bach practice Files Goethe Institute, New York

Augustin Maurs, In the Dark. Bach practice Files
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Virtuosity – A Concert on Skill and  
Disruption, Strength and Nonchalance,  
Morale and Cheating 

Philharmonie Berlin, Kammermusiksaal
30. 4.2013

saâdane afif
bethan huws
christoph keller
annika larsson
klara lidén
olaf nicolai
elliot sharp
tracey rose
tino sehgal

With 
kammerensemble neue musik berlin 
truike van der poel, voice 
chor der kulturen der welt

Curated by augustin maurs

Virtuosity, a signifier for outstanding artistic mastery, 
simultaneously always implies transgression.  
Famously embodied by the “Devil’s Violinist” Niccolò 
Paganini’s ability to blend fear with delight, this 
ambiguous notion blurs the boundaries between 
opposing forces, and where required, between good 
and evil. The composer Augustin Maurs takes this 
ambivalence as an opportunity to invite visual artists 
to give a concert in the Kammersaal of the Berlin 
Philharmonie. Together with the Kammerensemble 
Neue Musik and the singers from the Chor der Kulturen 
der Welt, eight Berlin-based international artists will 
create and perform various new musical compositions. 
They will take into consideration the special format  
of the concert, the musicians, singers and the 
architecture of the Philharmonie – the masterpiece  
of architect Hans Scharoun, one of the most prestigious 
concert halls in the world. 

Presented by artgenva with the kind support of  
the Swedish Embassy in Berlin and Freunde Guter  
Musik e.V.

In collaboration with DAAD Artists-in-Berlin Program.

Virtuosity Philharmonie Berlin, Kammermusiksaal

Christoph Keller, Music For Clouds

Tracey Rose, Duppy Conqueror
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Tracey Rose, Duppy Conqueror

Virtuosity Philharmonie Berlin, Kammermusiksaal

Annika Larsson, 999 Pieces 

Virtuosity Philharmonie Berlin, Kammermusiksaal

Annika Larsson, 999 Pieces, excerpt from the score
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Found Melodies and Stains artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva
30.1.–2.2.2014

ensemble matka 

augustin maurs, artistic direction

The stain usually stands for the undesirable.  
It is the stigmata, it reveals a mistake. Beyond its 
unfounded existence, it can easily be confused  
with the sign, as is the case in musical notation  
where a note is represented by a single dot. 

Found melodies and Stains looks into the stain as 
a musical vehicle for uncertain traces and tactile 
memories. Departing from a collection of smudged 
scores and documents, the musicians of the Matka 
Ensemble generate narratives with “stained, splashed 
and liquid scales” played in different rooms of  
the house – and at time converging to an unfinished 
polyphony.

Ensemble Matka performing Found Melodies and Stains

Ensemble Matka and Augustin Maurs, Rehersal notes

Found Melodies and Stains artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva

 

1. STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS  

Additive 

voices (as any form of continuities)   
pulse  
impulse 

("positive" as a beginning, or "negative" as an end) 
transitions 
"valeur ajoutées"   
ornaments 

‘’ ‘’  Differential 

shadow collisions (neutral 
collisions)  
implosive collisions 
explosive collisions 
selective collisions 
exchange collisions 
sequential collisions 
articulations 
syncopes 

 2. MULTIREFERENTIALS  

Multireferential fields 

‘’’ 

> Espace / mélodie 

> Continuités / Pulsation radicante:  

Tempo lent 
(Musicalité = instaurer des relations extérieures entre les sons) 
garder la tension entre deux impulsions sans que celle ci soit dictée par un métronome. > 
Pulsation radicante:  
(rythmer l'espace) 
Son = tache = évènement court. 

> pulsation radicante sur une note 

> lieux et situations   

flûte /guitare dos à dos 
percussion / basse côte à côte ‘’’’’’ 

> Lecture des gammes tachées(2;) 

Distinguer les signes déterminés (note sur 
portée) des signes non déterminés (note 
déformée, sans portée etc) et interpréter 
intuitivement les signes indéterminés en 
fonction de la notation habituelle. 
La densité de l'encre ou d'un trait peut 
être interprétée sur le plan de la dynamique 
/ articulation etc.  

> Gammes tactiles 

> Collisions  

> collisions alternées 

1:si deux notes entrent en collision on les 
laisse (pour le reste de la durée) 
2: si deux notes entrent en collision: les 
allonger / jouer plus fort  

> autres collisions possibles 

> collisions combinées:  

Arrêter tout bonnement la pièce 
jouer une mélodie  
narration (comment l'ensemble s'est formé mais raconté 
différemment) 

> collisions de temporalités  

Accélérations   
ralentis   

3 ‘ ‘’ ‘ ‘’  

> mélodies  

Prendre la mélodie 1 ou 10 comme exemple et investir le lieu.  
jouer dans des continuités individuelles  

combiner taches et melodies  
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A Longer Sorrow Where The Moon Notes Equal 
the Beach Bridges 

artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva
29.1.–1.2.2015

anri sala
m/2 collective

Curated by augustin maurs and  
catherine othenin-girard

Anri Sala’s piece consists in a juxtaposition of two  
of his previous works, Long Sorrow (2005) and Where  
the Moon Notes Equal the Beach Bridges (2012). The starting 
point of the project is the Film Long Sorrow, in which  
the free jazz saxophonist Jemeel Moondoc intones  
a long improvisation, while suspended at the window  
of a suburban building near Berlin. In 2011, Sala  
staged the performance 3-2-1 in which the saxophonist 
André Vida had musically “responded” to Moondog  
in the course of a 400 live concerts marathon at 
the London Serpentine Gallery, while the film was 
projected. Sala’s new project for artgenève starts with 
the editing of the material recorded in the Serpentine 
Gallery, creating a sort of musical multiplication.  
This new soundtrack is appended to the film projection, 
while André Vida is again extending the musical 
texture, yet responding to himself. The trombone 
player Hilary Jeffery will join him in a musical dialog 
referring to Sala’s piece Where the Moon Notes Equal 
the Beach Bridges. Premiered by Vida and Jeffery in 
Arles’ Amphitheatre in 2012, the piece is based on the 
musical principle of the “bridge”, usually a contrasting 
and transitory section. The music unfolds to a 
multidimensional composition gravitating around 
 the ongoing interpretations of Long Sorrow in an 
incisive orchestration of fixity and openness.

The collective M/2 invites four singers to come and  
work on their voices at the Villa Sarasin, practicing the 
daily exercises and training specific to their current 
scores.

A few rooms on the second floor will be devoted  
to them, and simply furnished to their liking: a table,  
a chair, a lectern, a rehearsal instrument... The doors  
of these rooms will remain ajar so that the perception  
of the visitors is maintained at a distance tinted with  
a voyeuristic imagination.

Andre Vida performing in front of Anri Sala’s film Long Sorrow

M/2, VOX 

A Longer Sorrow artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva
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Seven Ideas of Stolen Time artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva
27. 1.2016

saâdane afif
john armleder & christian marclay
jean-pascal flavien
karl holmqvist
jonathan monk
tisha mukarji
louis-philippe scoufaras

Curated by augustin maurs
and catherine othenin-girard

7 Ideas of Stolen Time draws on the musical notion of 
“Tempo Rubato” (Italian for “stolen time”). A key term  
in the Western music of the 19th century, the Tempo 
Rubato originally evoked the rhythmic freedom taken  
by the interpreter in relation to the score. More 
extensively, the “Tempo Rubato“ incarnates the 
singularity of the musical act as an irreproducible  
union between time and space. Its literal root (stealing 
time: a sin) recalls a heretic and recurrent need to 
overcome the “given” time within its codified and 
institutionalized use. 

Scheduled through a calendar created by Jean Pascal  
Flavien, the evening proposes to enter the different 
temporalities of seven sound pieces and live perfor-
mances. The evening includes a series of Fluxus works 
performed by John Armleder and Christian Marclay, 
Jonathan Monk’s piano piece My Mother Cleaning  
My Father’s Piano, Saâdane Afif’s musical commentary  
on the work of Peter Roehr, a “fugitive study” for piano 
and balloons by Tisha Mukarji, a reading by Karl 
Holmqvist and Louis-Philippe Scoufaras’s installation 
Temps perdu based on 140 hours of Proust reading.

Seven Ideas of Stolen Time artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva

Christian Marclay and John Armleder performing Simultaneous Duo Versions

Louis-Philippe Scoufaras, Temps Perdu 
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Die Blaue Stunde artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva
26.1.–29.1.2017

angela bulloch / the statches

Curated by augustin maurs and  
catherine othenin-girard

The Large Blue Music Listening Station (2017) belongs to  
a series of listening stations that Angela Bulloch began 
in 2012. They are equipped with a vinyl record turntable 
which sits on a base that is fastened to the wall, a sound 
system, and a brightly colored LP released by the  
artist’s record label ABCDLP. Heavy felt curtains hang 
from a curvilinear metal railing, creating a semi-private 
enclosure while also functioning as acoustic insulation. 
The felt keeps the sound from escaping, at the same time 
intensifying the music playing inside.

The show is accompanied by a record release perfor-
mance by HSBC (Heatsick & Bass Clef) and a concert  
by the Staches in the Villa Sarasin, Geneva.

Angela Bulloch, Large Blue Music Listening Station

Die Blaue Stunde artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva

The Statches
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Myth, Music, and Electricity Herkulessaal, Munich
29.11.2017

monica bonvicini
angela bulloch
nina canell & robin watkins
annika larsson
susan philipsz
ppkk (schönfeld & scoufaras)
karin sander
louis-philippe scoufaras

Curated by augustin maurs

Taking place in the historic Herkulessaal in Munich, 
this evening takes its broad theme from the myths 
surrounding the location’s name-giver. Specifically,  
a lesser-known story within the mythology of Hercules 
recounts how, as a child, he violently killed his music 
master, Linus of Thrace, after being reprimanded for  
his lack of musicality. Music, Myth and Electricity plays 
with the adventurous and unpredictable construction  
of myths within our relation to sound and electric 
streams. The Herkulessaal, usually a stage for classical 
music ensembles, becomes the host of a series of new 
works mainly conceived for electric and amplified 
instruments – among them a bass guitar ensemble 
(Angela Bulloch), a set of 12 turntables (PPKK), signals 
from the solar wind, aurora borealis and other mag-
netic storms (Nina Canell & Robin Watkins) and a pipe 
organ (Annika Larsson).

PPKK, 04.0

Myth, Music, and Electricity Herkulessaal, Munich

Angela Bulloch / Augustin Maurs, Heavy metal Hercules
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Susan Philipz, Air On A Broken String

Myth, Music, and Electricity Herkulessaal, Munich

Karin Sander, Blitzkonzert

Myth, Music, and Electricity Herkulessaal, Munich

Annika Larsson, Fuzzy Logics, for organ

Nina Canell and Robin Watkins, The Luminiferous Aether
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Tarantella – Music and Dancing Mania artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva
31. 1.2018

louis-philippe scoufaras
augustin maurs 
and special guests

Tarantella – Music and Dancing Mania is a 90 min noise-
music composition by Augustin Maurs and Louis-
Philippe Scoufaras based on the original 6/8 tarantella 
rhythmical pattern and processed in a gradual increase 
of dynamics. The composition incorporates a dancing 
mania celebration open for spontaneous participation. 

The tarantella is a dance from South-Italy and Sicily 
originally embedded in a therapeutical ritual meant 
to heal the envenomation of the bite of a spider, the 
tarantula. Suffering from heightened excitability and  
restlessness, the (mostly female) victims of the bite 
would fall in a frenzied dancing trance provoked 
through the throbbing music of the tarantella, played  
by violins guitars and tambourines. The ritual  
could last several hours or even days before the cured 
participants were brought back to normal life. 

Louis Philippe Scoufaras and Augustin Maurs, Tarantella

Tarantella—Music and Dancing Mania artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva

Rehearsal notes

 failed as possible 

 vowed as possible 
 thrilled as possible 
 thrown as possible
 fuzzy as possible

 fl ooded as possible 
 crowded as possible 

 fake as possible 
 dotted as possible

 high as possible

 mute as possible

 done as possible 
 damned as possible
 aroused as possible 

 cheated as possible  

 followed as possible 
 long as possible

 liked as possible 
 expired as possible 
 crossed as possible

asasas crossed as possible  fast as possible crossed as possible  fast as possible
asasas failed as possible  fast as possible failed as possible 
asasas failed as possible  loud as possible  failed as possible  loud as possible 
asasas vowed as possible  loud as possible  vowed as possible 
asasas thrilled as possible  vowed as possible  thrilled as possible 
asasas thrown as possible thrilled as possible  thrown as possible
asasas thrown as possible fuzzy as possible thrown as possible fuzzy as possible
asasas fuzzy as possible holy as possible fuzzy as possible holy as possible
asasas holy as possible fl ooded as possible  holy as possible fl ooded as possible 
asasas crowded as possible  fl ooded as possible  crowded as possible 
asasas crowded as possible  free as possible crowded as possible  free as possible
asasas fake as possible  free as possible fake as possible 
asasas dotted as possible fake as possible  dotted as possible
asasas dotted as possible dated as possible  dotted as possible dated as possible 
asasas dated as possible  high as possible dated as possible  high as possible
asasas high as possible held as possible high as possible held as possible

asasas mute as possible held as possible mute as possible
asasas mute as possible mad as possible  mute as possible mad as possible 
asasas done as possible  mad as possible  done as possible 
asasas damned as possible done as possible  damned as possible
asasas aroused as possible  damned as possible aroused as possible 
asasas aroused as possible  divided as possible  aroused as possible  divided as possible 
asasas cheated as possible   divided as possible  cheated as possible  
asasas cheated as possible   shaken as possible  cheated as possible   shaken as possible 
asasas shaken as possible  owned as possible  shaken as possible  owned as possible 
asasas owned as possible  shown as possible  owned as possible  shown as possible 
asasas followed as possible  shown as possible  followed as possible 
asasas followed as possible  long as possible followed as possible  long as possible
asasas long as possible lit as possible  long as possible lit as possible 
asasas liked as possible  lit as possible  liked as possible 
asasas expired as possible  liked as possible  expired as possible 
asasas crossed as possible expired as possible  crossed as possible

tarantella9.indd   4-5 29/06/18   09:05
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Sonic Territorries  Beishan Broadcast wall, Taiwan
15.9. 2018

hsia-fei chang
wang fu-jui
augustin maurs
ada kai-ting yang 
kinmen county choir 

While standing on a frontier, the monumental Beishan 
broadcast wall also abolishes it. In August 2018, a  
group of Taiwanese and international artists re-activate 
and re-invent the Beishan broadcast wall in the course 
of an artist-run research residency. During this 
investigation, the loudspeaker construction becomes  
a twofold instrument where outer and inner voices  
cross, and where artist voices merge with the voices  
of local participants.

Departing from the site of the Beishan broadcast wall, 
the project plays with the idea of territory as geographic,  
but also as sonic and mental entity. The loudspeaker  
wall becomes a poly-semantic instrument, and the uni-
fying protagonist of an unmappable artistic topography. 

With the kind support of
KKL Hu-Lien Culture & Arts Foundation
Department of Cultural Affairs, Taipei City Government
Bureau Français de Taipei
Kinmen County Government Tourism Office
artgenève/musique

The Beishan Broadcast wall, Kinmen Island, Taiwan

Sonic Territorries Beishan Broadcast wall, Taiwan

Kinmen County Choir 
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A Failed Performance artgenève, booth 33, Geneva
30.1.2019

hsia-fei chang
hannah weinberger

Curated by augustin maurs
and catherine othenin-girard

Weapons and music instruments have a long common 
history – from the bow and arrow (allegedly the first 
string musical instrument) to the “Ghost Army” used  
by the US Military as sonic lure during World War 2. 
Giant propaganda loudspeaker walls as they have been 
erected between Taiwan and China or between South 
and North Korea are a further incursion of sound within 
military or political conflicts. Such a “broadcast wall”,  
a structure holding 28 horn loudspeakers (conceived  
by Augustin Maurs), is serving as the starting point  
of the project presented for artgenève/musique 2019. 
In the installation, the broadcast wall is deprived  
of its usual propaganda function. Instead, it is used 
to narrate an infamous undertaking: the attempt of a 
political assassination, which, in the end, fails. Chang’s 
work diagnoses this manifold failure, opening up a 
semantic sphere where the notions of voice, weapon  
and performance play a hide and seek game, and 
eventually blur.

The idea and inspiration for Hannah Weinberger’s 
“Social Non Social Concert” 2019, is to be in a close and  
on-going engagement with the surrounding of 
artgenève, in order to enable responsive relationships 
between the work and the audience. Diverse group  
of individual musicians will be invited to create a subtle 
social space, kind of under layering the situation of the 
fair and to literally create a soundtrack.

Hsia-Fei Chang, A Failed Performance

A Failed Performance artgenève–Villa Sarasin, Geneva

Hsia-Fei Chang, A Failed Performance
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Encores – Music on Recurrence, Redundancy  
and Surplus

Teatro Goldoni, Venice
9.5.2019

saâdane afif
hsia-fei chang
pierre huyghe
yutaka makino
jonathan monk
annika larsson / satch hoyt
anri sala

Curated by augustin maurs

Encores – Music On Recurrence, Redundancy And Surplus 
draws on the notion of “encore”; a repeated or addition-
al performance called by the audience at the end of a 
concert. Often reflecting the momentary state of mind 
of musicians, encores can result in uniquely intimate 
musical renditions, or into moments of excessive ex-
travaganza or pretense – sometimes even exceeding the 
given frame of the entire event. Increasingly associated 
with less serious performances, encores have sometimes 
been officially banned from certain theaters, for poten-
tially leading to public disorder. For the invited artists, 
the notion of encore serves as a social-ritualistic pattern 
and as an artistic scheme to explore different kinds of 
reiterations, mutations or changes. Music is perceived 
as convertible energy, often referring to already existing 
works or to somewhat noisy political events.

Hsia-Fei Chang, A Failed Performance

Encores Teatro Goldoni, Venice

Anri Sala, Revolving Songs
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Sadaane Afif, Sept notes sur le travail de Peter Roehrs

Encores Teatro Goldoni, Venice

Annika Larsson / Satch Hoyt, It’s After The End Of The World 

Teatro Goldoni, VeniceEncores

Jonathan Monk, My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

Rita Monk

Jonathan Monk

My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

Rita Monk

Monk

MY 
MOTHER

CLEANING
MY 

FATHER’S
PIANO

Originally performed 
by Rita Monk 

in Leicester, England 
in 2001 and published as 

a limited edition 
seven inch vinyl record by 

Boileau & Narcejac 
in Frankfurt, Germany

Monk

2001

© Jonathan Monk 2016

MY 
MOTHER

CLEANING
MY 

FATHER’S
PIANO

Originally performed 
by Rita Monk 

in Leicester, England 
in 2001 and published as 

a limited edition 
seven inch vinyl record by 

Boileau & Narcejac 
in Frankfurt, Germany

Monk

2001

© Jonathan Monk 2016

My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

Rita Monk

Jonathan Monk

My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano

Rita Monk

Monk
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Encores – Music on Recurrence, Redundancy  
and Surplus (Part II)

Victoria Hall, Geneva
30.1.2020

saâdane afif
sam durant
ecart / émilie parendeau
jean-pascal flavien
pierre huyghe
kristin oppenheim
raymond pettibon/oliver augst
anri sala

Curated by augustin maurs

This concert continues and extends a project presented  
at the Teatro Goldoni initiated by artgeneva and  
curated by Augustin Maurs during the Venice Biennale 
2019. The program draws on the notion of “encore”; 
a repeated or additional performance called by the 
audience at the end of a concert. Often reflecting the 
momentary state of mind of musicians, “encores”  
can result in uniquely intimate musical renditions,  
or into moments of excessive extravaganza or pretense – 
sometimes exceeding the given frame of the entire  
event. Increasingly associated with provocative or less 
serious performances, encores have sometimes been 
officially banned from certain theaters, for potentially 
leading to public disorder. For the invited artists, the 
notion of encore serves as a social-ritualistic pattern 
and as an artistic scheme to explore different kinds of 
reiterations, mutations or changes. Music is perceived 
as convertible energy, often referring to already 
existing works or to somewhat noisy political events.

Encores (Part II) Victoria Hall, Geneva

Amina Winkler / Emilie Parendeau, A Louer

Applause
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The Music Chamber artgnève, Geneva
2.–8. 3. 2022

dirk bell and isabel lewis (school of swans)
tony conrad
no salad records / stéphane kropf
sunna margrét
gina proenza
karin sander
sarah schönfeld
stefan tcherepnin

Curated by augustin maurs
with catherine othenin-girard

This year, artgenève/musique launches a new space 
dedicated to sound and music. The Music Chamber seeks 
to create a specific artistic dynamic for elaborating 
and showing sonic works. This “chamber” recalls 
both the intimacy of the bed room and the disputes of 
parliamentary debates, but also the notion of chamber 
music, a musical genre based on a reduced usage 
of material and voices, that has always pushed the 
boundaries of its own existing structures. In this first 
Music Chamber edition, the status of the presented 
works is often ambivalent, between sound installation, 
performance or silent object relating to sound. The  
visual element is prolonged by sonic movements and  
vice versa, enabling the pieces to cohabit and to 
sometimes interact: the soft, persistent noises of a 
drawing hand delivered by large custom made speakers 
(Dirk Bell / Isabel Lewis); the smashing of plates and 
their transformation into sonic meanings within an 
“instant archeology” process (Sarah Ancelle Schönfeld); 
“lightning concerts” transcending visual and audible 
perception (Karin Sander); a scenography unifying both 
art and performance history presented by No Salad 
Records with Gina Proenza and Sunna Margrét and  
a piano in fake fur playing sporadic electronic chords 
(Stefan Tcherepnin). 

Dirk Bell and Isabel Lewis, School of Swans 

The Music Chamber artgnève, Geneva

Sarah Schönfeld, Flying Sorcerer
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How could we move beyond the overuse of the word “performance”,  
its application for anything to do with artistic activity, or even any kind of 
social activity? How could we also move beyond the equally tiring rhetoric 
of transdisciplinary fluidity, and its evocation anytime a musician or visual 
artist or choreographer does something not strictly within the traditional 
bounds of their discipline? How could we not least move beyond the 
validation of all these activities as being “conceptual”, as if having a 
concept was something exclusive to those who expressly say so? Augustin 
Maurs’ answer to all three of these questions, I suspect, would be one 
word, and what it stands for: musicality. 

Maurs may be described – in these aforementioned and slightly tired 
parameters of transdisciplinarity – as a composer and musician who has 
increasingly become active in the realm of contemporary visual art, not 
least with a series of projects commissioned by and realized for artgenève 
over the last few years. The focus of this essay is that very series, and 
Maurs’ notion of musicality is key to understanding it. But before I try  
to convey and expand on how he himself defines the term by taking his 
artgenève projects as a cue, let me briefly digress by bringing up two 
associations I had when he first brought up that notion of musicality  
in conversation. 

First, I had to think of a phone app my eleven year old daughter keeps 
using. I first noticed it when she was moving in abbreviated R&B-HipHop 
moves for the camera of her phone, with head wiggles and hand gestures 
and silently moving mouth. The app is called musical.ly and is a sort of 
Instagram-cum-silent karaoke. In short, 15 second selfie clips, kids and 
teenagers sing or lip-sync, and move or dance, to well known bubblegum 
pop or R&B. Some of them become stars in the very medium, musical.ly 
heroes and heroines that in turn have millions of followers and mainstream 
sponsors, just like the pop stars they initially imitated. The Shanghai- 
based start-up behind musical.ly already has attracted more than 130 
million users (the majority of which are tween and teen girls), and venture 
capital also in the hundreds of millions has been unleashed, while big 
companies invest in musical.ly-based “influencer” product placement.  
But what I find striking about the app is not so much its quantitative reach 
as a social media tool, but how it literally affects how my daughter carries 
herself, how she talks and sings and moves also outside of the direct 
interaction with her phone, as she peppers her conversation with 
movements and tonal evocations that are essentially elements of US 
African-American Hip-Hop culture filtered through Asian K-pop culture, 
distilled into micro-choreographies of an eleven-year-old Berlin girl’s 
everyday. One way to look at it is to describe my daughter’s gesturing and 
intonation as being transformed and infiltrated by corporatized (and 
ultimately monetized) stereotypes; another – which I maybe naively  
tend to prefer – is to read it as her way to accommodate and make  
livable these technological environments, adopting but also parodying 
their logic.

The second association I had upon hearing that deceivingly simple term 
“musicality” was another deceivingly opaque-sounding term, that  
of prosody. Part of the terminology of linguistics, it designates the 
phonological aspects of speech such as rhythm, stress and intonation.1 
These sound patterns are partly responsible for the formation of meaning 
(sincerity, irony, parody, etc.) and emotional subtext (indignation, 
enthusiasm, confusion, fear, etc.). But they are also subject to certain 
conventionalized patterns that serve proper understanding (for example  
if the stress in “he gave her cat food” versus “he gave her cat food” 
substantially changes the meaning2). Hence prosody is a technical term, 
defining how we convey meaning to one another, willingly or unwillingly, 
and how understanding would in fact be nearly impossible without it.  
But if we take it as an allegory also beyond the realm of speech, it becomes 
a way to describe how every event – “event” as a catch-all term for sounds 
emitted, or objects presented, or gestures done – has different levels of 
rhythm, stress and intonation that are not only tangential, but actually 
essential to the effect the event may have on its “witnesses”, and how  
the latter may interpret it. This makes it sound more complicated than  
it actually is, since every time we laugh at a piece of slapstick we probably 
laugh not least because we are presented with an “unfitting” prosody 
attached to some event: say, the chair that crashes under someone  
during the pianissimo part of an elegiac chamber concert. Or, to give 
another example: Spike Jones, the famous composer of comical, zany 

music soundtracks, recalled how he first came up with the idea of “planned 
mistakes” in his compositions after witnessing Stravinsky conducting a 
performance of his own composition The Firebird: “Stravinsky was wearing 
new patent leather shoes and I was sitting close enough to notice [that] 
every time he went up on his toes in preparation for a downbeat, his shoes 
would squeak. So here go the violins, and here goes his shoes – perfect 
harmony!”3 Cheekily, Jones describes how an unintended prosodic shift  
in rhythm, stress and intonation by way of the squeaking soles inspired 
him to do the same thing intentionally.

But to come back to Maurs’ musicality, he has stated that it “is about 
inserting non-musical things into music.” In other words, for him the  
term designates a particular quality of other factors – machines, bodies, 
spaces, semiotic (dis-)agreements, other art forms and their respective 
conceptualizations – entering the transitory cloud of music, and how, 
paradoxically, these factors that seem, strictly speaking, alien to that cloud 
actually define it, even call it into being. The interaction between these 
musical and non-musical factors is musicality. The projects in the series 
realized with artgenève are cases in point. 

Even before that series actually set in, however, a project that Maurs 
realized in collaboration with Thomas Hug in 2010 can be seen as a  
perfect exemplification of the described concept of musicality. Even 
though one could at first think it was rather about virtuosity, for the 
musical element of Bach Suites in the Dark is an enshrined classic for cello 
players, Johann Sebastian Bach’s six cello solo suites of 1717–23. The 
concept of the project entails Maurs playing the suites, which are also 
increasingly challenging technically, in absolute darkness, while the 
audience is left to trust solely its sense of hearing, with the traditional 
framing of the concert radically removed. In a lucid text written in 
response to the project, Christian Baier describes how famous cellists 
perform the Bach suites and how, in the case of Yo-Yo Ma for example,  
“His face contracts in concentration before, just as the bow approaches 
the strings, it opens up like a fist unclenching.” We all know these 
expressive routines, and we can imagine how they may at least have a 
lateral influence on the way we hear the music, whether we are aware  
of that or not. With no performer personality or concert hall ritual to 
influence, or distract from, our listening experience, however, we’re just 
sitting there in the dark, left with little but the feeling of the presence  
of our own body, and the presence of Bach’s music in the moment it is  
performed. The crystalline structures contoured by the solo instrument, 
implying contrapuntal voicing in a single musical line amount to a 
psychedelic experience, as they seem to cascade, circle and dance around 
you in the dark. In other words, what would first seem to be about 
virtuosity – the capability, sophistication and grace of playing – shifts 
towards musicality, away from the musician towards the listener, or  
rather, into the space they share. 

That very shift was what largely motivated Minimal Art from the 1960s 
on. Visual artists such as Tony Smith or Robert Morris posited that what 
they presented were neither monuments nor objects, but something 
in-between, stripped down to a singular and/or serial shape placed in such 
a way that the viewer’s own navigation amongst the work(s) within the 
space in which they were placed became the most important part of the 
experience.4 Within the orthodoxy of (Post-)Minimal Art, that ultimately 
meant to emphasize the autonomy of the artwork as it is placed within a 
white cube scenario, because it is truly the artwork and its placement that 
triggers that effect rather than some aura provided by the artistic “style”  
as manifested in figurative motif, compositional detail, virtuosity of 
gesture etc. The same holds true for Conceptual Art of the 60s: with the 
demotion of “style” came the enhancement of the relation between viewer, 
work, space, and placement.

But the shift from being “absorbed” by the artwork and its style  
towards a heightened feeling of oneself as a viewer in relation to the work 
and its surroundings also opened up the possibility that this very act of 
placement – where, when, and how does the artwork appear, to whom? –  
would venture outside of the conventional exhibition framework. And  
so it did: contemporary artworks and performances popped up in all sorts 
of fringes of the art context, and well beyond. There is no space here to 
recount all the steps in that development, but it has almost become 
common knowledge that a contemporary artwork can today be a meal,  
a cinema movie, a novel, a protest march, a song – something that appears 
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in another context but holds significance precisely because it does so,  
as a kind of camouflage or simulacrum or uncanny sibling of ordinary, 
real life, including its cultural conventions.

In music, we have singular examples of such developments, namely  
in the work of composers such as John Cage or Alvin Lucier, or artists 
such as Laurie Anderson who have worked in-between contemporary art 
and music right from the beginning. However, talking about contem- 
porary music as a field in general – similarly to auteur film and to a lesser 
extent contemporary theater – it has been surprisingly stubborn in 
adhering to its mid-19th to mid-20th century paradigm of the concert hall 
performance, the record release, the formats and units of the classic 
orchestra or chamber ensemble etc. The concert hall performance, just  
like your regular theater or cinema visit, also comes with the usual conven- 
tions of ticket pricing, seating, stage, starting time and duration of 
performance including pauses, and even the typical coughing cascading 
through the audience during a concert etc. In other words, we are couched 
in a whole set of traditions, rituals and conscious or unconscious habits,  
as if to ease the shock, surprise and frustration of the as yet unknown, 
muffle it amongst reassuring conditions. 

It could be argued that these conventions are necessary to assure the 
best possible hearing experience – concentration, space acoustics etc.  
In music, it could also be said that the mobility of the recording – often, 
not always, the document of a performance – allows for unexpected uses 
and conditions, depending on when and where and how we listen. It  
could also be argued that there are works that nevertheless shoot through 
the muffling effect of convention; or even that some works are so innovative 
precisely because they occur within a deceptively conventional setting. 
What’s more, in contemporary art, these kinds of conceptual, performative 
approaches have become pervasive to the extent that they are now a 
convention in themselves; there is no shock or even just confusion 
anymore in many of the tried and tested ways of letting performance 
happen.

Nevertheless, and at the risk of generalizing, it seems that musicians 
and composers today could play much more with social situation and 
placement beyond the conventions of staging. In order to do so, it would 
become necessary that they embrace a conceptual attitude towards 
placement and situation that first came about in the 1960s at the interstices 
of disciplines: say, the transdisciplinary Black Mountain College activities 
of John Cage, or the background serving as a poet of first generation 
conceptualist Lawrence Weiner, or the political activism of Argentinian  
art group Tucuman Ardé, all of which dealt in one way or other with an 
unraveling of the very framework of what an art experience could actually 
be. And in fact musicians and composers increasingly follow in these 
footsteps, while contemporary artists, vice versa, seek to collaborate with 
the experimentally inclined protagonists of the music world. In the 
process – again at the risk of generalizing – contemporary artists tend to 
feel confident about their conceptuality, while sometimes underestimating 
the importance of musicality; musicians tend to be slightly insecure or 
untrained about conceptuality, while sometimes underestimating the 
conceptual significance of musicality itself. Augustin Maurs’ series of 
collaborations with artgenève over the years could be seen as a kind of 
continuing effort to break down these subtle but significant barriers.

The evening titled Virtuosity that took place at the Chamber Music  
Hall of Berlin’s Philharmonie in April 2013 is a case in point. Amongst  
the numerous contributions,5 let me just give two examples: Olaf Nicolai 
and Tino Sehgal. For his project Escalier Du Chant, first realized at 
Munich’s Pinakothek der Moderne, Nicolai had approached Elliott Sharp, 
along with a number of other musicians and composers, to make  
a new vocal piece in response to current political events, to be performed 
by an a cappella ensemble or solo singers in a situation that was transitory 
(in this instance, on a staircase) and unannounced (in the sense that the 
exact timing was kept as a surprise). At the Philharmonie, mezzo soprano 
vocalist Truike van der Poel performed Sharp’s The Ballad of Bradley 
Manning in a regular stage situation; it’s a song written from the perspective 
of the infamous US soldier who leaked US army data from Iraq and Syria, 
including documentation of war crimes, to Wikileaks (and who, by now 
as Chelsea Manning, has been pardoned by Barack Obama shortly before 
the end of his term as president). Held on the cusp between searing, 
traumatic emotionality and an almost coldly conceptual, almost Dadaist 

unraveling of language into its basic components, with stuttered 
consonants and prolonged vocals, further shaped by basic musical devices 
such as pitch, loudness, emphasis, vibrato etc., the performance of the 
song is precisely based on the score, with passages such as: “ttt t t t t t t t t 
th ththththth ththththethewuwuwuwrwrwrword... word... is it free or is 
there price to pay?” What emerges is an imaginative, post-traumatic 
monologue of a person who became a whistleblower, and whose personal 
traumas became amplified and transmogrified in mass and social media, 
while draconic state persecution was put in place.

Another piece that entails a score written by Nicolai himself brought 
Truike van der Poel to the ticket office area, outside the concert hall  
itself. Here, she sang solo, as people stood in line, based on a score that 
looks like a set of four star constellation maps, in which dots of yellow, 
red, green, and blue work like indications of duration and intensity 
(Diaphanic Backpackers, 2013). This notation is visually alluring, but also 
aleatoric, leaving a lot to the performer. Standing near the line in front  
of the ticket office, van der Poel’s voice enters the sphere outside the actual 
concert hall, and as soon as the singing ventures offstage so to speak, the 
tension between emotionality and conceptuality becomes all the more 
poignant. Just as the singer’s trained voice unexpectedly cuts through the 
hustle and bustle like a knife through butter. 

In his work, Tino Sehgal has given the creation of social situations  
and their placement the central role, with no objects or even written 
statements to accompany. At Philharmonie he realized the first instanti- 
ation of what would become his contribution to the Venice Biennale  
2013. Again, in the lobby or staircase area of the Philharmonie, a number  
of his protagonists were engaged in what seemed at first a slightly 
mysterious choreography of movements, often done while slouching  
on the floor, solo or in unison. There is no discerning beginning, middle, 
or end to the piece, it just seems to unfold like a living being, yet following 
a certain plan or pattern, present but largely non-intrusive, continuing  
to draw you in but without using any tactics of shock and awe. What keeps 
the whole thing going is, unmistakably, music: the people make rhythms 
and tones with nothing but their voices, sometimes sounding like a human 
beatbox, at others like cranes or peacocks calling in unison. Either way, 
everything is very rhythmical and often in synchronicity with the others. 
Beholding this work unfold is like watching a flock of starlings move in 
close coordination, emitting a strange kind of magic in which individuals 
seem to become part of a bigger organism that moves gracefully. In other 
words, it’s anything but a regular musical performance, even though music 
is clearly at its center. It not only doesn’t need a regular stage, and a start 
(when everyone falls silent to listen) and an end (where everyone applauds 
and the performers bow), but it actually wouldn’t even remotely be what it 
is and do what it does as an artwork with these things.

So to come back to Maurs’ notion of musicality, what Sehgal’s piece 
exemplifies is that musicality here resides in a pitch-perfect instruction 
and coaching, leaving a lot to the individual protagonists of the piece but 
still making sure what they do, and how precisely they do it, adds up. In 
others words, the first non-musical element that awards these “inter- 
preters”6 and their renderings grace and elegance ultimately results from 
the eloquence and subtlety of the instructions they were given – in the 
conceptual yet embodied framework. The second non-musical factor is, 
equally conceptually driven, their placement in the transitory area and the 
open-endedness yet clearly planned aspect of what they do.

Of course, the history of modern and contemporary music has seen 
many examples of composers stretching and at times breaking the logic  
of the classical notational system in their scores; not least, they have often 
played with aleatoric, at times radically contingent elements, leaving a  
lot, if not sometimes almost everything, to the musical performers. In that 
sense, what Maurs did for his 2014 project for Villa Sarasin, a 19th century 
residential building near artgenève, was nothing new, per se. Found 
Melodies and Stains does what the title says: musicians are confronted with 
sheet music bearing stains and spots. But instead of having to ignore them 
like fly droppings or spilled ink, these stains become their actual focus,  
the task being that they translate them into sound and music. Importantly, 
they don’t do so amidst the heightened attention awarded by the classical 
stage performance, but in a more casual walk-in scenario, scattered across 
rooms like guests waiting, as if playing to kill time. This purposeful 
intensification of the inadvertent and random, paired with the equally 
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purposeful de-intensification of the act of performance, produces 
something that actually feels more like a “regular” installation of art than  
a concert, only that instead of sculpture, real musicians perform, and 
instead of paintings, the scores become visual elements. 

One year later, in 2015, at the same spot, Anri Sala created a sort of 
sonic hall of mirrors. The starting point was a previous work by Sala, the 
video Long Sorrow of 2005. The camera very slowly, over minutes, zooms 
from a room with nothing in it but a radiator onto a half open window; 
there we see the back of someone’s dreadlocked head – we know it must  
be the saxophone player we have listened to during that zoom. It’s the 
eminent free jazz alto saxophonist Jemeel Moondoc. Eventually the 
camera shows us there is no balcony at the spot where he plays at the top 
of a high rise residential building (the scene was shot in a council estate  
in northern Berlin), and even though we never get to see his feet, it’s as  
if the player were levitating, just like his music. And that music is an 
eloquent monologue, with an elegiac melodic tone as the underlying 
continuum from which occasional voiced or sung squeaks and words 
(“end!”, “see!”) emanate like puffs from a steam locomotive. It’s like 
prosody without all the rest – intense emanations of rhythm, stress, and 
intonation. In 2011, Sala asked another improvisational saxophonist, 
André Vida, to marathon-perform live on film over the course of 51 days 
during his exhibition at the Serpentine Gallery in London. In Geneva,  
Sala used the recordings from these Serpentine sessions called 3-2-1 
alongside Long Sorrow, and Vida this time faced not only the task to 
improvise to Moondoc, but to his own playing as well. What’s more, Sala 
also asked him to slip in yet another work that he had previously worked  
on with Vida, together with the trombone player Hilary Jeffrey: the score 
of Where the Moon Notes Equal the Beach Bridges (2012) is a compilation  
of more than a hundred pop song bridges – those parts of the song, usually 
placed after the second chorus, that digress from the verse-chorus  
pattern in order to keep the listener’s attention and create a moment of 
redemption before the song returns to its previous formula. In this 
roundelay of playing along, with and against, musicality is pitted against 
musicality, as recording and live, pop song quote and free jazz freakout, 
artistic conceptualization and musical improvisation interlock, 
cacophonically and majestically.

In 2016, the project Seven Ideas of Stolen Time took as its starting point  
a 19th century device of musical notation and way of playing, often 
associated with the work of Frédéric Chopin: tempo rubato, Italian for 
“stolen time”. In sheet music, that instruction means that at the given point 
in the piece, the player can speed up and/or slow down the tempo at their 
own discretion. Thus, expressive freedom lends the interpretation a sense 
of expressive, intuitive naturalness – musicality of the here-and-now. From 
the seven contributions,7 let me just give two examples. Jonathan Monk’s  
A Piece For Piano (My Mother Cleaning My Father’s Piano 2001) (2015) is 
accompanied by the instruction that the action – deriving from the title 
– is to be performed in-between other pieces. Obviously, Monk here  
builds on the kind of deadpan humor mixed with Zen stoicism that 
arguably originates with David Tudor’s 1952 interpretation of John Cage’s 
4’33’’ – which instructs the player(s) to stay silent for the duration of the 
composition – by alternatingly opening and closing the piano lid for the 
piece’s three movements. But Monk also takes that attitude two decisive 
steps further by bringing not only his own parents and class-specific 
gender roles into play, but also by defining the work as an intermission  
or interlude between other pieces, further stripping it down to its slapstick 
core, which is to say to the physical comedy of the in-between slippage,  
in the spirit of Spike Jones’s musings about Stravinsky’s squeaking shoes. 

From one giant of modernity (Cage) to another (Marcel Proust), and 
from stolen to lost time, Louis Scoufaras’s Temps Perdu (2013) builds on  
a simple application of an important rule of classic minimalism: take 
things literal, but wittily so. In this case, the artist read out Proust’s novel 
encompassing four volumes in its French Pleiades edition in its entirety, 
resulting in 128 recorded hours; these were then, with the help of sound 
software, compressed (i.e. sped up but with the original pitch preserved)  
to 16 minutes for each volume with 16 minutes of silence in-between 
respectively. The epic timespan of the famously lengthy novel is literally 
lost. The resulting sound piece has the unsettling, brooding quality of  
a swarming bee colony, or rather robot bee colony – hissing, scrambled, 
captivating yet menacing, like a long horror film curse. That effect was 

heightened as Scoufaras installed speakers around the outer walls of Villa 
Sarasin, as if the house were haunted by the spirit of Proust.

It would go well beyond the scope of this little essay to discuss all of  
the works that have been part of these years of collaboration between 
artgenève and Maurs, notwithstanding all relevant aspects of each of these 
many projects. But what can be said is that they all are chosen, commis- 
sioned or conceived in the spirit of a search for musicality. Often, the 
“non-musical” aspect that Maurs describes as the one that actually brings 
musicality into being, like the grain of sand that makes the pearl, is 
conceptuality coming from a contemporary art trajectory. However, one 
shouldn’t assume that this relationship is a one-way street, in the sense  
of a kind of injection of some supposedly superior knowledge or technique 
nurtured in the art realm; in turn, it cannot be assumed that there is any 
reason for an aloofness of musical virtuosity and knowledge vis-à-vis the 
supposed dilettantism of visual artists dabbling in music. What needs to  
be understood, rather, is that both realms can only profit if they seek to 
consult the other as a kind of remedy for their inevitable blind spots and 
inhibitions so to speak, caused by the inevitable deformations professionelles 
produced by the respective institutional and infrastructural frameworks. In 
other words, to hypostasize – turn into a fetish – the quality of musicality  
is precisely to enfetter it; equally, contemporary artists shouldn’t feel too 
sure about conceptuality per se giving them license, as if somehow having 
authored a clever-sounding plan would exonerate them from responsibility 
if the result somehow lacks, well, musicality. One could also put it this 
way: both musicians/composers and visual artists are in charge of letting 
their work literally come to life, and not allowing it to be suffocated by the 
faux authority awarded by convention.

1    Cf. Marina Nespor, “Prosody: an interview with Marina Nespor”, 
ReVEL, vol. 8, no. 15, 2010, p. 381. 

2     Nespor, ibid., p. 382.
3     quoted from Scott Stanton, The Tombstone Tourist: Musicians,  

New York: Gallery Books, 2003, p. 136
4    Cf. Robert Morris, “Notes on Sculpture”, Artforum February 1966 

(part i) and Artforum October 1966 (part ii), reprinted in Gregory Battcock 
(ed.), Minimal Art. A Critical Anthology, Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: 
University of California Press 1995 (1968), p. 222-235.

5    by Saâdane Afif, Bethan Huws, Christoph Keller, Annika Larsson, 
Klara Lidén, Olaf Nicolai (feat. Eliott Sharp), Tracey Rose, Tino Sehgal,  
and with performers including the Kammerensemble für Neue Musik  
Berlin, Truike van der Poel, and Chor der Kulturen der Welt.

6    Sehgal prefers to call the people in his works “interpreters”  
to avoid the term “performers”; thus he wants to mark the difference  
of his almost living-sculpture-like pieces to stage- and time-defined 
performances.

7    by Saâdane Afif, John Armleder & Christian Marclay,  
Jean-Pascal Flavien, Karl Holmqvist, Jonathan Monk, Tisha Mukarji,  
and Louis-Philippe Scoufaras.
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Over the course of 10 years of continued  
development and consolidation, artgenève  
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